A new approach to polarimetric measurements based on birefringent crystals and diode lasers.
A new polarimetric instrument and measurement method is described based on the use of diode lasers as radiation source (532, 650 and 1064nm) and birefringent prisms, such as Glan-Laser and Wollaston, as analyzers. The laser radiation is passed through a dichroic polarizer film for further orientation of its polarization plane at 45° in relation to the polarization plane of the analyzer. The polarized beam, oriented in that way, passes the sample cell, impinges the prism surface, and the intensities of the two emerged beams are detected by two twin silicon detectors. Ideally, in the absence of any optically active substances, the crystals produces two orthogonally polarized refracted beams of equal intensity. In the presence of an optically active substance, the arctangent of the square root of the beam intensities ratio is equal to the new polarization angle (β) of the laser beam. The rotation angle imposed for any optically active substance present in the sample cell is then given by: α=(45-β)°. Because the rotation is obtained by the ratio of the intensities of two beams, it is independent of the laser intensity, which can vary up to ±15% with no significant effect on the accuracy of the polarimetric measurement. The instrument has been evaluated for measurement of optically active substances such as sucrose and fructose. The instrument employs low cost components, is capable of attaining a repeatability of ±0.003° and can measure the rotation angle, over a ±45° range, in less than 2s. Because it does not present any moving parts it can be easily adapted for in/on-line process monitoring of optically active substances.